Graphical Representation and Similarity Analysis of Protein Sequences Based on Fractal Interpolation.
A new graphical representation of protein sequences is introduced in this paper. Nine main physicochemical properties of amino acids were used to obtain a 2D discrete point set for protein sequences by applying principal component analysis. The fractal method was then employed to interpolate discrete points in constructing a graphical representation of protein sequences. Fractal dimension of the protein curve was used to analyze the similarity of protein sequences by comparing the distance of vectors representing segments of protein sequences. The Jeffrey's and Matusita distance was modified in the similarity comparison of protein sequences with different lengths. Nine different species from Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH) dehydrogenase 5 (ND5) protein sequences were tested as an example to demonstrate our method. Finally, a linear correlation and significance analysis was used to compare our results with other graphical representations referring to the ClustalW result. To confirm the validity of our method, eight species in NADH dehydrogenase 6 (ND6) protein families and twenty-seven species in beta-globin protein families were also analyzed. Experimental results show that the proposed method is effective for the similarity analysis of proteins.